Champions Undecided
In AMIA Hoop Action

LaValle Places I, III in Capital City Tournaments

The University Student Press

Assessment Results Evident in Programs Approved by Council

The University, on the other hand, feels that the hard work of the coaching staff and interested alumni will ensure that Albany now offers the advantages.

Mike O'Brien: Outstanding As Coach, Amateur Athlete

During the Interview it was revealed that a political and social positions essay type set up rather than a traditional essay type set up. Both editors agree that although there is a lot of work involved, the reason for this is that next year's book will be smaller. With a smaller book it sometimes gets too fat. This year's book will be 11 inches or 10 inches square. Last year's book was 11 inches square. For two concerts to be given Sunday, May 14, and tickets are presently on sale for two concerts to be given Sunday, May 14, and tickets are presently on sale.
Growing Pains

Growing pains are experienced by many college students. Students find themselves adjusting to college life, which is different from high school. They may experience physical changes, such as rapid growth and development, as well as emotional and social changes. These changes can be challenging, but they are also an important part of growing up.

The most immediate change is the physical one: students are taller, more muscular, and their faces are more mature. This can be a shock to some, especially if they have not grown much in previous years.

The emotional and social changes are also significant. Students may feel a sense of independence and freedom, but they may also feel isolated and lonely. They may struggle to make new friends, and they may feel a sense of anxiety about the future.

In general, the most important thing is to accept these changes and to try to make the most of them. This may mean seeking out new experiences, trying new things, and taking risks. It may also mean seeking support from friends and family.

The key is to remember that these changes are normal and that they will pass. With time and experience, students will learn to adapt to their new environment and to thrive in college.
Warrren Crow Upset At Kent State, Falls In Bid For NCAACrown

After winning two impressive victories on the first day of competition, Albany State's Warren Crow laid an upset, overtime decision to Roy Lewis of Oregon State. The match was tied 1-1 after regulation time, and when neither man could get the upperhand in the overtime periods, the two judges and the referee awarded the match to Dean. Thus ended the last match in Bob Pears of Portland State, as Warren was prevented from continuing into the third round.

Baseball, Tennis

Schedules Out

Fri. Albert G. Warmer, Bremerton, Wash., announced the Class of 1967 baseball
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A pair of promising mountaintop golfers, Gary Gollem, Springer's 175-pound captain, and Bob Stone, second place in the spring tournament.
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